
 
 

Characterizing whole-ecosystem climate change over a 
decade of thaw in the Arctic: from meta-omics to models 
 

Abstract: Understanding how biological systems interact with and 
influence one another over time is a Grand Challenge of Biology. 
Resolving this challenge is essential to predicting ecosystem responses 
to changing conditions, to inform human action and policy. A 
consequential habitat to solve this challenge in is thawing permafrost, 
where large amounts of previously-frozen carbon are becoming freshly 
available for microbial degradation – the loss of this carbon to the 
atmosphere represents a potentially significant accelerant of climate 
change. Accurate prediction of carbon gas emissions from these 
systems requires cross-disciplinary integration to account for changing 
plant communities, organic matter, microbiota, and biogeochemistry. To 
this end, we have developed a multi-disciplinary observatory at a model 
ecosystem, the thawing permafrost peatland of Stordalen Mire.  Here, 
we have built a unique decade-long paired multi-omic and 
biogeochemical dataset capturing, which also captures multidecadal 

responses to permafrost thaw by profiling three distinct thaw states. This observatory provides a 
foundation to characterize both the mechanisms and the functional consequences of ecosystem 
response to change. Key findings thus far include mapping the microbiome’s carbon processing at 
a genome-resolved level, revealing lineages that correlate with the production of greenhouse 
gases, and novel syntrophic relationships. Leveraging the power of 14 organizations and 15 
scientific subdisciplines, this fall we launched the EMERGE NSF Biology Integration Institute to 
further integrate our model ecosystem observations into a framework for understanding EMergent 
Ecosystem Response to ChanGE. 
 
 
About the Speaker: I study how microbiomes of complex natural systems interact with 
anthropogenic change. As a molecular microbial ecosystems ecologist, I engage in highly 
collaborative multidisciplinary research with biogeochemists and modelers, to develop predictive 
understanding of how ecosystems respond to change. The IsoGenie Project which I co-developed 
and -lead applies this systems-approach to understanding microbial climate feedbacks from 
thawing permafrost landscapes. The EMERGE Biology Integration Institute which I co-direct 
examines the reciprocal interactions among molecules and biomes to assess Emergent Ecosystem 
Response to chanGE, while integrating research, training and outreach.  I am an Associate 
Professor of Microbiology at the Ohio State University, a member of the Center of Microbiome 
Science, the Translational Data Analytics Institute, the  Byrd Polar and Climate Research Center, 
and the Environmental Sciences Graduate Program, and adjunct faculty in Department of 
Environmental Science at the University of Arizona 
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